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Part 5 
 

Model 2- The Penetrating Game 
 
 
Putting it into practice 
 
We look at the technical and tactical development of this form of handling game, working 
on coming from a deep axis. The Coach needs to establish the main principles linked to 
this type of play: 
 
1. To go forward 
 
2. How to support by using rhythm - pass, pass, penetrate 
 
3. Playing in the gaps between defenders 
 
4. Brief regrouping of the attackers when momentarily stopped or slowed  
 
5. Constant change of attacking points done quickly in order to disorganise the defence 
 
In Model 2 you can: 
          
Split the group into smaller defensive units in designated defensive zones. 
This form of grouping will encourage the attackers to reorganise thus enabling them to 
give better support to the ball carrier, in relation to the position of the defence. 
As they enter each zone, they will be confronted with defenders in different formations and 
in varying strengths. This offers a challenge for the attackers to think ahead. They should 
try to arrive at the next defensive point with an attacking shape that gives the best chance 
of beating the defenders. 
 
Objectives 
We look at the technical and tactical development of this form of handling game, working 
at coming from a deep axis. 

http://www.rfu.com/news/2012/january/news%20articles/060111_oxon_coach_award


 
'Pass, pass, penetrate, then immediate support of the ball' 

      Pierre Villepreux 
 

 
 
Model 2 – Plan 1 
 
Description 
 
Two groups in opposition in a restricted space - ideally 8 v 8 in an area 40 metres wide. 
The coach begins the exercise by giving the ball to the attacking team who attempt to go 
forward by using pass, pass, penetrate. The attackers should try playing in the gaps 
between defenders.  
Attacking and defensive groups start without any fixed positional roles, such as scrum half 
or flanker. The defence should be controlled, from fairly passive to total pressure, but the 
defenders are not allowed to regain the ball. 
 
Coaching Points: 
 
1. Move the ball without it becoming blocked by using the passing and support game. 
 
2. The placement and rhythm of different ball carriers, the position of the immediate and 
secondary support, all affect the efficiency of the penetrating game. 
 
3. Consider the degree of pressure to apply. This will depend upon the skill of the players. 
 
4. A second ball can be available to allow the practice to continue if the ball is blocked or a 
mistake made.  Do not allow errors to break the flow of the game. 
 

 
 
 
 

Click to see plan in Animation! 

http://www.app.igameplanner.com/index.html?linkid=vD7YF5APiK


Model 2 Plan 2 
 
Description 
 
From this practice you can split the group into smaller defensive units in designated 
defensive areas. 
The defenders can either remain in their own defensive zone only, or be allowed to defend 
in two or all of the zones. This will depend on the competence of the attacking group. 
The attackers should aim to get to the other end of the channel with continuous play and 
no stoppages. 
 
Coaching Points: 
 
1. The attackers should change their running lines, in order to fix defenders. Support 
runners should move off their original running lines in order to pull apart the defensive 
shape. Ensure there are support players coming from deeper positions to enable 
penetration of the defence to take place.  
 
2. Vary the way the attackers enter the first zone,  perhaps in two waves, split on either 
side of the channel, in single file or bunched. 
 
3. The attackers now have to re-organize themselves in relation to the ball carrier and the 
position of the defence.  
 

 
 
 
 

Click to see plan in Animation! 

http://www.app.igameplanner.com/index.html?linkid=Vh7YVRAPYH


Model 2 – Plan 3 
 
Description 
 
The attackers begin by attacking in one channel after the ball is introduced by the Coach. 
They continue attacking against a defence that is organized differently in the second 
channel.  
The Coach can bring in the defenders sooner or later by delaying their entry to defend. 
Defenders can be positioned closer or further away allowing attackers to adjust to the 
differing pressures.  
Extensions 
You can split the defence by playing in zones. 
 
Coaching Points: 
 
1. See how the attacking players react after beating the first line of defence. 
 
2. How efficiently do the attackers reorganize themselves in the second channel in both 
width and depth and in response to the position of the defence. 
 
3. Total defence. Allow the defence to counter-attack if they re-gain the ball, or limit the 
pressure the defence can apply (not regaining the ball). 
 
4. Introduce a second ball when ball is lost or blocked to allow for more continuous play. 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Click to see plan in Animation! 

http://www.app.igameplanner.com/index.html?linkid=jx7V74tPVl


Model 2 – Plan 4 

 
Description 
 
In this practice distribute the defenders differently in space and time to favour attackers. 
Give the attack more time to organize their strategy. 
The attackers begin by attacking in one channel after the ball is introduced by the coach 
and then swap roles to become defenders as the coach gives the ball to the group that 
defended first.  
The coach can bring in the defenders sooner or later by delaying their entry to defend. 
Defenders can be positioned closer or further away allowing attackers to adjust to the 
differing pressures.  
Extensions 
You can split the defence by playing in zones within the channels. 
 
Coaching Points: 
 
1. See how the attacking players re-organize after beating the defence to now become 
defenders in the second channel. 
 
2. How efficiently do the new attacking group re-organize themselves in the second 
channel?  
 
 
3. Vary the pressure by the defence i.e. allow the defence to counter-attack if they re-gain 
the ball, or limit the pressure the defence can apply (not regaining the ball) 
 
4. Introduce a second ball when ball is lost or blocked to allow for more continuous play. 
 

 

Click to see plan in Animation! 

http://www.app.igameplanner.com/index.html?linkid=jc7VV5tP7n


In Part 6 of Rugby – Understanding the Moving game we look at Model 3 in more 
detail. 
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